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Flight of the Conchords are one of New Zealand’s most successful musical exports; 
their unique style of humor has attracted a cult following in both the United States and New 
Zealand. This project draws on the highly performative spoken and sung language used in the 
Flight of the Conchords’ TV series, to explore stylization and the sociolinguistic construction of 
identity. The analysis focuses on songs which clearly reference a specific pop culture source, 
such as the song ‘Bowie’ which references the video of ‘Space Oddity’ by David Bowie. For 
each example, a brief analysis compares the references that link the two texts, referring to 
lyrical content, visual cues, and the production of the music itself. The analysis then considers 
the linguistic variables used to construct the original singer’s style. A qualitative analysis of the 
phonetics of a range of variables establishes the personas and language varieties targeted in the 
different songs. A more phonetically detailed analysis of the GOAT vowel examines the way 
variation in the realization of this vowel indexes New Zealand, British and American 
nationalities as well as a range of music genres. GOAT has been shown to have very different 
pronunciation in singing and speech in NZ pop music (Coddington, 2004; Gibson, 2010). The 
vowels used in the Flight of the Conchords’ performances are compared to those of the singers 
being referred to in each case, revealing cases where the performers overshoot the phonetic 
style of the referee in stretches of singing or speech which have heightened comic intent. With 
reference to the identity contextualization processes set out in Coupland (2007), this paper 
discusses how Flight of the Conchords create multi-layered performances, in which targeted 
personas such as David Bowie and Barry White are embedded within the ongoing voicing of 
‘NZ comedian’ personas which tie the performances together.  
  
  
 


